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Quilts Plus Open House

Join us Saturday, January 11th for our Open House. We will be featuring our new class offerings for January, February and March. All class samples will be on
display! Set this day aside just for you, see our new class samples and sign up!

2020 SAMPLER
Quilts Plus 2020 Sampler has two new color ways to choose from
featuring 12” blocks in your choice of “Beautiful Christmas” or “Teal”.
This 12 month program meets as follows: 2 nd Monday of each month
at 10:15, 1:30 or 3:30. We will be demonstrating options for construction at each session. If the scheduled times are not convenient, or you
prefer not to come to a meeting at all, you may pick up your block any
time after the 2 nd Monday of each month – or we can set up a program
to mail your blocks to you.

20 MINUTE TABLE RUNNER
Make this great table runner using ¼ yard of a feature fabric and ½
yard of an accent fabric. Combine with a 1 ¼ yards of Shapeflex
SF101 and you have an easy table runner. Great for your home or a
gift!
Instructor: Julie or Dortha (1 session classes 10-3)
DATES: Tuesday, 1/21 or Monday, 2/3
Cost: $20
BEGINNING HAND APPLIQUE
Learn how to hand applique using the pattern, “Modern Coneflower” or
“Modern Daisy” by Karen Kay Buckley. These pretty wall hangings will
teach you now to prepare your pieces to make petals, circles, stems and
leaves.
Instructor: Dortha (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Thursday, 2/6, 2/20
Cost: $40

BLOOMS 56” X 72”
This beautiful quilt from the book, “Garden of Dreams Quilts” by Jason
Yenter uses his entire line of fabrics and captures the essence of spring.
Instructor: Julie (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Wednesday, 2/26, 3/11, 3/25
Cost: $55

CACTUS WREATH
This is a quilt designed for 2 ½” strips. This pattern, by Cozy Quilt Designs, will give you the choice of making a wall hanging (60” x 60”), a throw
(72” x 72”) or a queen (92” x 92”). If you choose to make a queen-sized
quilt, you will need two packages of 2-1/2” strips, but will have enough left
over to make a wall hanging or throw.
Instructor: Julie (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Monday, 3/2, 3/23, 3/30
Cost: $55
CHIC KISSES 92” X 92”
This beautiful quilt is a single pattern and was designed by Sew Kind of
Wonderful and uses their curved ruler.
Instructor: Kathy (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Wednesday, 3/18, 4/1, 4/15
Cost: $55

QUILTS PLUS BIRTHDAY CLUB!! Come celebrate your birthday with Quilts Plus. Bring your
driver’s license with you and the day before—the day of—or the day after your birthday you will receive a 20% discount on fabric, kits, books and notions!

CHOOSE YOUR PROJECT
What is it? These sessions are for the quilter who wants expert help
with a quilt or other related project. We provide expert instruction along
the way to help you find the most effective way to complete the project
you are currently working on. These dates don’t work for you, give us a
call! There is usually room in a class for an extra Choose Your Project
person.
DATES: (10-3) 1/2, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/27, 2/4, 2/14, 2/24, 3/7, 3/31; (12-5)
1/9
Cost: $20
CUSTOM CLASSES AVAILABLE
While most of our classes are project driven, we are now offering you the ability to tailor a class to suit your needs. If you
need help with quilt or binding—we’re your girls; if you want to
make a special table runner or placemats—we’re your girls; if
you want to learn more home decorating ideas, tips or techniques—we’re your girls; if you’ve always wanted to learn to
paper piece—we’re your girls; if there is a certain bag that’s
giving you fits—we’re your girls. The cost for this would be $20
for a day from 10 to 3.

Arrangements for a Custom Class would have to be made in
advance,. Give us a call at (269) 383-1790 to discuss the possibilities.
HARLEQUIN 49” X 71” or 61” x 83”
This quilt by Robin Pickens is a layer cake friendly pattern. HalfRectangle Triangles create colorful diamonds in a dramatic interplay
of patterned prints and solid colors with diamonds fading towards
the edges.
Instructor: Amber (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Thursday, 3/26, 4/2, 4/16
Cost: $55

INSTORE UFO CAMP (RETREAT)
An in-store retreat where you can work independently on what you
want! Get those projects finished that have been on the back burner,
or work on that project you want to get done!
We will start this retreat on Thursday, running from 6:00 pm until
10:00 pm. Go home and go to bed! We will start back up on Friday,
at 10:00 am and we will sew until 8:00 pm. Go home and go to bed!
Come back on Saturday, at 10:00 am and we will sew until 4:00!
We will provide the lunch and dinner on Friday, and lunch on Saturday. You bring a dish to pass or a snack to share.
Instructor: None
DATES: 1/16 (6-10), 1/17 (10-8), 1/18 (10-4); or 1/30 (6-10), 1/31
(10-8), 2/1 (10-4); or 2/27 (6-10), 2/28 (10-8), 2/29 (10-4); or 3/26 (610), 3/27 (10-8), 3/28 (10-4)
Cost: $70

IN-STORE WOOL RETREAT
An in-store retreat where you can work independently on what you want!
Get those stitching projects finished that have been on the back burner,
or work on that project you WANT to get done!
We will start the retreat on Wednesday at
5:00 pm and stitch until 8:00 pm. Go home
and go to bed! We will start back up on
Thursday at 10:00 am and sew until 8:00
pm. Go home and go to bed! Come back
on Friday at 10:00 am and we will stitch
until 5:00!
Quilts Plus will provide the lunch and dinner on Thursday, and lunch on Friday. You bring a dish to pass or a
snack to share.
Instructor: None
DATES: 3/11 (5-8), 3/12 (10-8), 3/13 (10-5)

JELLY ROLL RACE
Fast, easy quilt! Supplies needed: Sewing machine, scissors and rotary
cutter; 1 Jelly Roll or 40 x 2.5" strips WOF; and 4 pre-wound bobbins; pattern is in Volume 1, Issue 1 of Block Magazine.
Instructor: Julie (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Tuesday, 3/3, 3/10
Cost: $40

JELLY ROLL RUG 30” X 44”
This area rug is made with a jelly roll (or any 40-42 piece 2-1/2” strip set). It
uses 100% cotton batting to give it that fluffy feeling.
Instructor: Amber (2) 2 session classes 10-3)
DATES: Tuesday, 2/11, 2/18; or Saturday, 3/14, 3/21
Cost: $40
KALEIDOSCOPE - GARDEN OF DREAMS 64” x 86-1/2”
This kaleidoscope quilt features the Garden of Dreams collection by Jason
Yenter.
Instructor: Amber (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Tuesday, 1/14, 1/28, 2/25
Cost: $55
MY NEXT QUILT
This class is perfect for you! You pick the quilt you would like to make
and we'll supply the expert instruction! come in for an enjoyable time.
Complete quilt of your choice in 5 sessions.
Instructor: Cindy (5 sessions 6-9)
DATES: Wednesday, 1/15, 1/29, 2/12, 2/26, 3/18
Cost: $55
OFF THE GRID 54” X 54”
This is a pattern is from the book, “Easy Layer-Cake Quilts”, by Barbara
Groves and Mary Jacobson. It is a quilt that will really highlight your 10”
squares! You will keep much of the print intact with these blocks, and
they can be arranged in many ways.
Instructor: Kathy (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Wednesday, 2/5, 2/19, 3/4
Cost: $55

POPPINS BAG
Large zipper top bag for all of your magic stuff! There are 2 pockets on
the outside and 2 pockets on the inside to keep everything organized.
Structural stays (included) keep it in shape. Can be made with yardage
or 2-1/2in strips. Finished size: 18in wide x 12in deep x 14in tall.
Instructor: Amber (2) 4 session classes 10-3)
DATES: Thursday, 1/16, 1/23, 1/30, 2/13 (12-5); Saturday, 2/8, 2/15,
3/14, 3/21
Cost: $75

QUILTS OF VALOR SEW IN
Come for a day of sewing for Quilts of Valor. Space is limited and
there is no charge if you are sewing blocks for Quilts of Valor. Call
today to reserve your spot.
DATE: Monday, 1/27 or Friday, 2/14
RULER QUILTING WITH DELOA
Come learn to use rulers on your domestic sewing machine with Deloa
Jones. Deloa has been doing long arm quilting for Quilts Plus for
many years and has developed a line of rulers for long armed machines. Now she has a line of rulers that allows you to use your regular sewing machine to achieve long arm results. Requires a special
foot that allows for sewing next to the ruler. We carry this foot at Quilts
Plus. (Bring 8) 16” sandwiched squares and contrasting thread.) There
are two sessions, and you will need session 1 before you take session
2.
Instructor: Deloa Jones (3) 1 session classes10-3)
DATES: #1 Tuesday, 3/17; #2 Tuesday, 3/24; #2 Saturday, 1/25
Cost: $40 per session
START QUILTING
We offer “Start Quilting” classes as one of our “custom” classes. This is
a series of 5 sessions that take you through the whole learning process
of making a quilt – from safe rotary cutter use and ruler measuring, to
piecing, quilting your quilt and binding it.
We will work with you to schedule your custom “Start Quilting” class
around your schedule.
Cost: $95 for 5 sessions

TAG TEAM or JUMP RINGS
Both of these quilts are from the Block Magazine, Volume 1, issue 4.
Tag Team measures 50” x 54” and uses 5” squares to create a unique
design with ordinary blocks.
Jump Rings is 67” x 82” and is made using 10” squares along with a
background fabric and border fabric. We chose to use a feature fabric as
our background fabric for our sample.
Instructor: Amber (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Wednesday, 1/15, 1/22, 1/29
Cost: $55

TISSUE HOLDER
This boutique tissue holder designed by Farmland Creations is a must
have for any décor. It takes 2 fat quarters, and either twill tape or 18-32”
of self-made ties. Cost of class includes pattern.
Instructor: Amber (1 session 10-3)
Date: Wednesday, 2/12
Cost: $25
TOOL or BOX TOTE
This is the bag everyone wants! Pockets all the way around on the outside, pockets all the way around on the inside! Heavy duty stays that
keep the bags mouth wide open, easy to get in and reach all your important tools. The box tote is the same bag, but sized for your Singer
Featherweight!
Instructor: Amber (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Thursday, 2/27, 3/5, (12-5) 3/19
Cost: $55
WOOL CLUB
Come join a group of ladies who are very excited about working with
wool. Bring any wool project that you wish to work on and get inspired by
what others are doing. If you like hand work, you will find wool appliqué
easy and fun. We meet once a month on the third Monday.
Instructor: Dortha (1 session each month 10-3)
DATES: Monday, 1/20, 2/17, 3/16
Cost: $20 per session

